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Overview

• Why investigate serious incidents?

• Two examples of serious incidents involving 

automated systems issues

• Research report of the flight deck automation 

working group



Why investigate serious incidents?

• ICAO requires it

• Investigating a ‘close call’ provides a ‘free lesson’ 

in safety

• Essential for major accident preparedness 



Automated systems issues 

Worldwide, errors associated with the use and 

management of automatic flight systems have been 

identified as a contributing factor in more than 20% of 

approach and landing accidents.

Flight Safety Foundation ALAR Briefing Note 1.2 - Automation



Automated systems issues

Automation surprise

o What is it doing?

o Why is it doing that?

o What will it do next?

Mode error

A mode errors occurs when an operator loses track of which 

mode the device is in, or confuses which actions are 

appropriate in a particular mode



Two serious incidents involving 
automated systems issues

• Boeing 777 descent below approach path

• Airbus A320 mishandled go-around



ATSB Investigation AO-2011-086

Descent below approach path

• B777 low on approach to 

Melbourne, Vic

• Tower controller asked the crew 

to check their altitude and then 

instructed the crew to go-around

• Crew caught by surprise by the 

aircraft’s automation 



VNAV mode change

On descent through 3,300 ft, the vertical navigation 

mode (VNAV) changed from speed (SPD) to path (PTH) 

and the aircraft pitched up to level flight to intercept the 

required approach path



Automation surprise

• The crew did not anticipate the aircraft pitching up 

and selected flight level change (FLCH) mode to 

continue the descent

• The crew thought the pitch up may have indicated a 

system fault and were unsure if VNAV would function 

normally if reselected



Descent below approach path

• The aircraft was subsequently flown below the 

approach path, down to an altitude of 984 ft at 

6.4 NM from the threshold

• When instructed to go around, there was a delay of 

about 50 seconds before the crew selected TOGA 

thrust and commenced to climb

• The aircraft subsequently landed safety



ATSB Investigation AO-2007-004

Mishandled go-around

• A320 missed approach into 

Avalon, Vic, due to fog

• The crew mishandled the go-

around and were unaware of the 

aircraft's flight mode

• The aircraft descended to within 

38 ft of the ground before climbing



A320 thrust lever positions





A320 Flight Mode Annunciator (FMA)



Aircraft manufacturer’s 

standard go-around procedure

Operator’s changed go-around 

procedure



Airbus Safety First Magazine



Airbus recommendations for go-around

• Firewall it!

• Thrust levers are also mode selectors

• Know your FMA at all times



Operational Use of Flight Path 
Management Systems

Design, training and use of systems 

for flight path management

• Autopilot

• Autothrottle/autothrust

• Flight director

• Flight management systems (FMS)

Flight deck automation working group

September 2013



• Pilots relied on automated systems too much, 

reluctant to intervene

• Autoflight mode confusion errors continue to occur

• Use of information automation (eg calculation, 

information presentation) increasing

• FMS programming and usage errors continue to 

occur

Findings related to automated 
systems



• Improved training and procedures for autoflight

mode awareness

• Human centered design that,

• Reduces the number and complexity of autoflight modes

• Improves the feedback to pilots on mode transitions

• Ensures that mode logic assists pilots’ intuitive 

interpretation of failures and reversions

Recommendations related to 
automated systems



Summary

Automation related occurrences provide a good 

example of the potential safety benefit of 

investigating serious incidents
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